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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Nelson Pioneer House and Barn are in their original rural setting on 
a 350 acres rolling, partially wooded, area. Thirteen of the 350 acres 
belong to the Mahaska County Museum complex. The Nelson house and barn, 
stand unaltered among an assortment of other relocated buildings and 
later constructions whose presence doesn't altogether intrude upon the 
harmonious interaction of the original buildings. Both the house and 
barn building are in the remarkable condition for their age and are also 
fine examples of established building styles and techniques.
The Nelson house, facing the south side of the nearby barn, was built in 
1853r It is a typical two story rectangular brick building, with a finely 
laid block stone foundation, regularly placed windows, simple dressed 
stone window headings and a low-slopfing gable roof. The wood porches on 
the front and rear are later (1898^-1900) additions. Interesting to note 
is the extensive use of glass (much of which is original), the brick 
dentilation under the north side eaves, four well-preserved chimneys and 
the thick (14") masonry walls of local brick. There are no windows on 
either the west or the east side so as to protect the interior from strong 
prairie winds. The interior woodwork (wainscoting, chair rails, door 
frames, window frames and cabinets) is a combination of walnut, elm, 
oak, butternut and linden, all obtained locally and prepared in the 
Nelson's own saw mill. Built-in cupboards and closets appear on either 
side of the fireplaces on the ground floor. The kitchen, living room and 
two bedrooms upstairs are all of equal size and flank the central stair 
and hallway.
Minor departures from the original farm house include the green asphalt 
roof covering, the absence of the metal downspouts, the painting of the 
windowvheadings (grey). The building, now a house museum, was restored 
in 1964-1965, however, no alterations or additions to the fabric of the 
original desigp were made.
The Nelson Barn is remarkable due to its enormous size and its extensive 
use of glazing. Measuring 61 x 46, the barn was actually used more for 
the storage of grain (as a granary) than for the shelter of farm animals. 
The size was determined by the convenient location of four oak trees 
which serve as the corner posts. The rest of the building is of board and 
batten construction, also from oak lumber milled right on the site. The 
rectangular plan and low-sloping gable roof complement the plan and scale 
of the smaller but equally classically designed Nelson house. The 
building rests on a foundation of stone gathered from the Skunk River. 
On the interior, lofts appeared only on the west side. Since the building 
now serves as a farm implement museum, lofts of like design were added to 
the east side as well. Even wooden pegs were used for this 
addition. Some timber was repaired or replaced in 1945 afty 
Photographs show, however, that this building remains much, 
the nineteenth century. In addition, speculations are thatthe 'building 
was not only a granary but also a distillery.
Three outbuildings (dates of construction unknown) direct 
of the Nelson House are also included in this nomination.
summer kitchen, woodshed and small outdoor privy or "conveni
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summer kitchen, a square clapboard building with gable roof, central entry, 
three windows, a rear-center brick chimney and new wood shingles, was 
cleaned and repainted in 1964. The woodshed, in slightly more deteriorated 
condition, is slightly larger with veritcal siding (installed with old 
lumber found on the farm in 1964) and has been converted into an exhibit 
room for demonstrating meat processing. Although these buildings present 
varying degrees of authenticity in terms of their exterior and interior 
appearance, it is thought that they contribute essential elements to the 
complex of the Nelson Farm as a whole. None of the buildings is so far 
removed from its original condition that it misrepresents the image of 
the nineteenth century farm. Indeed, without them, the setting would 
appear to be quite deprived.

Buildings that are not included in this nomination but that appear on the 
original 350 acre plot and that are visible when standing near the Nelson 
House or Barn are: a relocated clapboard, one room school house, the Prine 
School house, built in 1861; a relocated 1867 log cabin; a modern (1960's) 
concrete block museum exhibit building whose plan resembles that of the 
gable roofed barn; a false fronted clapboard store building; and finally, 
a small pagoda-like ticket booth placed at the entrance of the farm museum 
complex. Of all the buildings relocated or constructed on the original 
farm property, only the museum exhibit building could be regarded as an 
offensive intrusion. However, its plan, if not its materials, does 
correspond to those of the house and barn and its use could be considered 
an essential part of the interpretive process for a good understanding of 
early Iowa farm life.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

5^185The Nelson Pioneer House (185^1853) and Barn tl856) are well-preserved 
examples of early homesteader building. Their significance derives 
from their own integrity as well as their association with one of the 
Mahaska County area's earliest settlers and parents of the first white- 
born child. ,

Daniel and Margaret Nelson who settled the property in 1844, purchased 
their 160 acres of farmland one year after it was made available by the 
federal government in 1843. Their only home for several years was a log 
structure, non-extant, which rested to the northeast of the present 
brick house. Nelson family descendants lived in Daniel and Margaret's 
home until 1941 when it was completely abandoned with most of the 
original furnishings intact. The Mahaska County Historical Society 
fell heir to the property and has opened it to the public as a muse^ 
complex.

The Nelson House and Barn are examples of very fine craftsmanship which 
has resulted in their well-preserved state today. Extensive glazing 
and some innovative design appear in both. For many years the barn was 
considered the largest structure built in Mahaska County.

Also on the 12 acres acquired by the Historical Society are a relocated 
schoolhouse, log cabin (much like the original Nelson cabin), store and 
the first Iowa State Fair ticket booth. A modern concrete block 
structure fashioned somewhat like the barn was constructed recently to 
accomodate the growing collection of historical artifacts donated to 
the Society. Nearby rests the local one story brick schoolhouse (now a 
pig sty) which was built in part by the Nelsons for the community and 
has the same window arrangement as the Nelson hou^j^Sf^T^ eitner tne 
east or west sides) although the school windows//e^>srrghtTy varched.

The Nelson House, Barn and outbuildings serve/*$ ins 
of early sccessful farm life in Iowa. L:j
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Records, descriptive literature, and other reference material in files of 
the Mahaska County Historical Society at the museum site.

Clark, Dorothy Gahring. "Daniel Nelson, His Family and Homestead. 
Oskaloosa: Clarkcraft, 1973.
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